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Get involved with
your local
government, go
to city council
meetings, make
your words
something to be
proud of, and
include your
family in your
advocacy efforts."

-Ian

Neurodiversity asserts that neurological diversity is a natural human variance that
needs to be valued.
Neurodiversity is a viewpoint that brain differences are normal, rather than deficits.
The idea of neurodiversity can have benefits for kids with learning and thinking
differences. This concept can help reduce stigma around learning and thinking
differences.
Neurodiversity pride highlights the positive learning differences, talents and
strengths each individual has – no matter what their label. I-ASC believes in
celebrating neurodiversity. Read the blog below for insight on neurodiversity from a
Nonspeaker and S2C Practitioner.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOUR
NEURODIVERSE COMMUNITY

This blog post began when I asked Ian to develop a
message for the allies who attended the first Spellers &
Allies Advocacy Network meeting in October 2019. Ian
and I both believe that understanding, talking about
and celebrating neurodiversity is extremely important.
Once we realized this common passion, we decided to
continue the conversation and share it as a blog post.
We both identify as neurodivergent- Ian is happily
autistic and Monica is passionately dyslexic. We are
both disability justice advocates and motivated to
spread the good news that there isn’t anything wrong
with us, we are simply representations of the beautiful
neurodiversity that exists within our human
population. We hope this conversation will help tell
you that we really are not so different from anyone
else.

Have a toast to
neurodiversity
and a
conversation
about what
neurodiversity
brings to your
life- the
challenges and
also the joys
and
advantages."

-Monica

READ MORE
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STUDYING RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE IN
NONSPEAKERS THROUGH
BRAIN IMAGING FREE LESSON!!!
Alexandra Woolgar,University of Cambridge

Dr. Alex WOOLGAR and Dr. ALYSE Brown are COGNITIVE
SCIENCE researchers at the MRC Cognition and Brain
Sciences Unit, which is part of the UNIVERSITY OF
CAMBRIDGE, UK. This is one of the most famous and
world-leading universities for research in science.
Woolgar and Brown are interested in how non-speaking
autistic people understand spoken language.
Woolgar is the leader of the research group. She started
this work after a 6-year- old child she volunteered with
started to use Rapid Prompting Method, (RPM). The child,
we’ll call her Lucy (not her real name), didn’t speak yet at
that time, but through RPM she showed that she was
smart, imaginative and thoughtful. The experience
changed Woolgar’s understanding of how well Lucy
understood spoken language and made her question the
scientific understanding of what autism is.

I think that it is
important to
understand that
individuals who
are neurodiverse
need to be seen
as the same as
you and me. I
truly believe
that you and I
are the same but
we communicate
differently."

-Ian

FREE LESSON
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AUTISTIC REFLECTIONS ON RACISM
Benjamin McGann - Nonspeaker & Advocate

Hi, my name is Ben McGann. I am 24 years old and I
have autism. I am a black man and I am afraid for my
life.
When I saw the video of George Floyd pleading for his
life I cried for him and his family. He died a painful
death at the hands of racist police. I call the police
“racist” because they killed him because he was black.
Racism is an action taken against someone because of
the color of their skin. Some examples include
physical assault and verbal abuse. Sometimes nothing
is done outright, but instead the person is made to
feel like he doesn’t belong, or like he is not part of the
group. Racists can ignore you, insult you, belittle you,
or point out your differences.

"Simply treat
people the way
you want to be
treated. Stop
acting like
nothing is
wrong. It is not
OK to make
people feel
inadequate.
Take time to be
kind."

-Ben

READ MORE
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I-ASC Nation comes together for
another Neurolyrical Cafe Open Mic

A few months ago I-ASC and Unrestricted Interest came
together with the intention of broadening Nonspeakers
opportunities to share their voices and lyrical talent.
Unrestricted Interest is a writing program and
consultancy dedicated to helping neurodivergent
learners transform their lives through writing. Our
monthly partnership will be an interactive celebration of
poetry and songwriting, both professional and beginner.
Each installment will have a separate theme with guest
readers, instructors and opportunities for you to share
your latest work.
In May the Neurolyrical Cafe debuted online with Poetry
featuring Chris Martin. It was a huge succes with the
second month featuring Brian Laidlaw and his musical
talents. Each open mic night saw performances by
nonspeakers and collaboration pieces that you can check
out online.

The concept of
neurodiversity
inspires and
challenges me to
accept that we
are all
interdependent,
that it’s okay for
me to ask for
help and that it’s
okay for me to
need things that
other people
don’t need.

-Monica

SEE MORE
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Motormorphosis
"Picinc"
Saturday, July25th
1-4pm

Motormorphosis "Picnic"
in July!

Since we can not meet in person I-ASC would like to
invite you to an online special Motormorphosis picnic
event...Hey Boo boo

Join us for this unique, Free event on Saturday, July 25th,
1 - 4pm EDT. The picinic will feature guest speakers,
performances and much more.
So save the date and look for more registration details to
come...

It seems we all
struggle with
identity in one
form or another.
In the long run it
all comes down
to learning to
love yourself. It
has only been
since I learned to
use the
letterboard that
I truly felt like I
was an accepted
member of
society.

-Ian
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